
The St. Thomas the Apostle Ministries of Immigration/Refugee Initiative, Pax Christi, and Solidarity      
Coalition present a 10-part Prayer-Study-Action series using the community action guide from the    
Southern Poverty Law Center (www.splcenter.org) and other materials.   

Are you concerned about the lack of civility and compassion                  
in our public speech and actions? 

Ten Ways to Fight Hate 
1.   Act 
2.   Join Forces 
3.   Support the Victims 
4.   Speak Up 
5.   Educate Yourself 
6.   Create an Alternative 
7.   Pressure Leaders 
8.   Stay Engaged 
9.   Teach Acceptance  
10.   Dig Deeper 

An Informed Campaign Improves Its Effectiveness 
 

Hate groups want to limit the rights of those groups they view as inferior, aim to divide society along lines 
of difference, and develop talking points and advocate policies that work toward those ends. The Southern 
Poverty Law Center points out that “Eruptions of hate generally produce one of two reactions: apathy or 
fear. Before reacting, communities need accurate information about those who are spouting hate.” Today, 
let’s consider the way fear works in creating a climate for hateful action to emerge.  
 

Hate groups rely on propaganda that exploits fears of losing social and political dominance and control of 
“their” country to other racial, ethnic, or religious groups, or to people who they claim are the cause of 
problems within the country. Sometimes their approach is disguised under high-sounding campaigns or 
names that invoke values most people would find to be positive. Sometimes they appeal to fairness and 
the rule of law, sometimes to our need for belonging. It can be difficult to identify truth from falsehood; it 
takes work to become knowledgeable. Take time to investigate the source of information and the evidence 
on which claims are made. Publication alone doesn’t insure accuracy or proof of a statement. Know the 
emotional appeals to which you are most vulnerable. 

 

Proverbs 19:20 
“Listen to counsel and receive instruction, that you 
may eventually become wise.”     
 

1Corinthians 13:11 
When I was a child I used to talk as a child, think as  
a child, reason as a child; when I became an adult, I 
set aside childish things.” 
 

The Summons (John L. Bell-Gather #790)  
“Will you love the ‘you’ you hide If I but call your 
name? Will you quell the fear inside And never be 
the same? Will you use the faith you’ve found To  
reshape the world around, Through my sight and 
touch and sound In you and you in me?” 
 

Catholic Social Teaching (US Council of Catholic Bishops) 
The Gospel calls us to be peacemakers. Our love for 
all our sisters and brothers demands that we promote 
peace in a world surrounded by violence and conflict.                 

110 WAYS 
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#5-Educate Yourself 



10 Ways to Fight Hate 

 

5. Educate Yourself 
Hate Crimes vs Bias Incidents 
 

A hate crime must meet two criteria: 
1. A crime must happen, such as physical       

assault, intimidation, arson or vandalism; and  
2. The crime must be motivated, in whole or in 

part, by bias.  
 

The list of biases included in state or federal hate 
crime statutes varies. Most include race, ethnicity, 
and religion. Some also include sexual orientation, 
gender, gender identity, and/or disability.  
 

A bias incident is conduct, speech, or expression 
that is motivated by bias or prejudice but doesn’t 
involve a criminal act. 
 

What’s the Difference? 
Hate crimes, if charged and prosecuted, will be 
dealt with in the court system. Bias incidents occur 
with no clear path or procedure for recourse. Both, 
however, demand unified and unflinching          
denouncement from individuals, groups, and entire 
communities.  

Comments or more information? Contact 
 

Eleanor Wegman 
Immigration/Refugee Initiative 
e.wegman@att.net 
 
Nancy Oetter 
Pax Christi-St. Thomas  
nloetter@comcast.net 
 
Jane Barnes 
Solidarity Coalition  
jbarnes114@ntsource.com   
 
Read prior inserts on line at  
www.stapostle.org/10-ways-to-fight-hate/ 

 

Something to Talk About 
 

Stereotype: “a standardized mental picture that 
is held in common by members of a group and 
that represents an oversimplified opinion,      
prejudiced attitude, or uncritical judgment”   
(Miriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary-10th Edition) 
 

Stereotypes may be held consciously or        
unconsciously. Read each word one at a time in 
the list below. Does a picture flash immediately 
into your mind? That may be a stereotype at 
work. How does that stereotype limit your own 
thinking or result in harm to others?   
 

  doctor  
  immigrant     
  conservative 
  dancer 
  Muslim      
  single mother    
  athlete    
  liberal    
  God 

 

Professor Scott Plous of Wesleyan University 
writes in The Psychology of Prejudice,            
Stereotyping, and Discrimination:                      
An Overview: “studies show that stereotypes 
may be widespread and persistent, but they are 
also amenable to change when people make an 
effort to reduce them”. 

The good news is most people are well-intentioned and want to be fair and welcoming. While 
contemporary psychology tells us it is a natural instinct to want to be among people who are most 
like us and to experience that which feels comfortable and safe, the Gospel calls us to go beyond 
this narrow view. We are called to recognize the common identity we share as human beings and as 
children of God. There are ways for us to deepen our knowledge and broaden our understanding to 
make a world safe and welcoming for all. That is our challenge. 

“Things do not change; we change.”   
Henry David Thoreau-naturalist, author, and philosopher 


